
N-focus
Web-based call center reporting for Avaya Contact 
Centers

Web-based reporting

N-Focus is an affordable alternative for 
BCMS-Vu users, who need a software 
solution that provides valuable web 
based analysis about the overall 
performance and effectiveness of call 
center operations.

Easy-to-understand N-Focus reports 
provide in-depth analysis of key call 
center operations. N-Focus allows 
managers to make informed, timely 
decisions that result in increased call 
center revenue and reduced operating 
costs. 

Fast to deploy and easy to 
administer

Installation is a snap! N-Focus can be 
up and running in your call center in 
less than 30 minutes. All versions of the 
Avaya Definity and Communication 
Manager platforms are supported, 
alleviating the need to upgrade your 
current systems or software to begin 
using N-Focus. 

A simple wizard guides you through the 
steps of installing and deploying the N-
Focus Web-Based Call Center Reporting 
Solution.

Additionally, multiple PBX support 
allows call centers the ability to link 
multiple locations or PBX’s together 
with one easy-to-use N-Focus interface.  
No dedicated PC’s are required to 
utilize call center performance reports 
throughout your company. All 
authorized personnel can view N-Focus 
reports from a web browser right at 
their personal computer without any 
additional costs. 
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N-Focus provides intuitive, 
understandable reports that will be well 
received by call center personnel. All N-
Focus reports are sorted and organized 
by agent skill to quickly guide you to 
call center bottlenecks and operational 
problems. Call center managers can 
quickly find and resolve critical 
problems before they get out of hand. 
Also, because N-Focus allows reports to 
be customized and saved, managers can 
construct the key views of their 
business operations that they really 
want to see.

Comprehensive reporting

N-Focus provides powerful reporting 
views into your call center:

•Real-time System Status Reports 
allow call center managers to 
immediately spot and react to 
operational problems before they 
become critical.

•Real-time Analysis Reports show 
Agents and Skill Groups in action 
each day.

•Detailed Historical Reports allow you 
to examine your agent and skill group 
effectiveness over any period of time 
using a drill down sequence. 

•Agent desktop views keep agents 
updated on their personal 
performance.

• Triggers can warn managers when 
critical thresholds have been met.

Utilizing these insightful N-Focus 
reports allows call center managers to 
answer tough questions about their call 
center operations, such as:

•Who are the most or least productive 
skill groups or agents in the call 
center?

•Has the call center improved or 
declined in performance in the past 
week, month or year? 

•Which agents need additional training 
or other types of assistance?
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• Where are calls being abandoned 
most in the call center and where is 
customer service coming up short? 

Easy scheduling of reports

N-Focus not only provides a wide 
variety of valuable call center analysis 
reports, it also enables you to build and 
automatically distribute these reports 
to anyone who needs them in your 
organization; this is great for 
outsourced or multiple site location 
operations. The N-Focus web-based 
architecture allows reports to be viewed 
by anyone with Internet access.

N-Focus Automatic Report Distribution 
will allow you to: 

• Select and customize favorite N-Focus 
call center performance analysis 
reports.

• Schedule desired reports for 
automatic distribution via e-mail.

•Distribute reports as web page links, 
Email, PDF Files, or Microsoft Excel 
Spreadsheets. 

About Avander

Avander is an independent consultancy 
firm run by Avaya professionals for 
Avaya professionals.

Avander offers a fresh and open minded 
view on existing Avaya environment. 
We help our customers to leverage their 
investment in Avaya by improving day 
to day operations with our expertise and 
unique solutions. 

Avander has offices in the Netherlands 
and Spain.

For more information, visit 
www.avander-consultancy.com or 

email: office@avander-consultancy.com.
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